TOURNAMENT OF TOWERS

THE WORLD NEEDS MORE WONDERS

THE KING AND QUEEN OF GEOMETRIA ARE HOLDING A TOURNAMENT! YOU ARE AMONG THE GREATEST ARCHITECTS IN THE WORLD, COMPETING AGAINST YOUR CONTEMPORARIES TO CONSTRUCT THE NEXT LEGENDARY WONDER OF THE WORLD!

Selling Points
A Premium Quality Stacking Game
Over 30 Unique Pieces
Teaches STEM Skills
Multiple Play Modes for Maximum Value
Cooperative or Competitive Options
Market Interest Proven via Kickstarter

DRAFT FROM AN ARRAY OF BUILDINGS MATERIALS THEN PLAN HOW YOU WILL BUILD

STONE PIECES MAKE YOUR TOWERS MORE STABLE, BECAUSE YOUR TOWER MUST NOT FALL

BUT... BE DARING! ONLY POINTS FROM TRICKY GOLD PIECES & THE TALLEST TOWER MAKE IT IMPRESSIVE ENOUGH TO WIN

PLACE 15 TOTAL PIECES OVER 2 ROUNDS

THE PLAYER WITH THE MOST POINTS AND IN INTACT TOWER WINS!

MADE TO CHALLENGE ADULTS, BUT THIS GAME CAN SCALE TO BE PLAYED WITH YOUNG KIDS JUST USE LESS PIECES.

INSIDE THE BOX:

- 40 STONE PIECES (10 UNIQUE TYPES)
- 20 UNIQUE GOLD PIECES
- 4 ARCHITECT FIGURES
- 60 BUILDING CARDS
- 4 BUILDING FOUNDATIONS
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